
Ideal Use: The world's best functional insulation, heat shield coating ideal for houses,
apartments, offices, chicken farms, cattle sheds, industrial facilities, etc.., 
Applicable surfaces: Concrete, cement mortar, etc..,
Storage

Min. 12 months. Avoid direct sunlight and keep in dry & cool place under recommended
temperature between 5°C~35°C. 
Avoid to keep or transport under freezing point (less than 0°C), otherwise, it will ruin the
product performances and lose the unique properties.

Packing details
Primer (Transparent, white) (18L), Sun Stop (18L), Top Coat (Transparent) (18L), Top Coat
(White) (18L)

Application Temperature: Recommended  to be between 20℃ and over under adequate
ventilation.
Topcoat Material

We recommend to use inorganic transparent pigment. However, you can also use pure
transparent acrylic.
In actual application, the drying time may vary according to the  surface condition and
application methods.   

Tools: Brush, roller, Sprayer, etc..,
Primer: After surface treatment, evenly coat on the application surface using a brush, roller,
or spray gun and dry off for 4 hours.
Intermediate(Sunstop)

Before applying, evenly blend Sun Stop with an electric paint stir machine (dilute with
fresh water, max dilution rate >5%) to obtain better spraying result.

Topcoat
Apply when the intermediate coat completely dries (Avoid wet or high humid
environment. Otherwise, it will cause a whitening effect).
Use transparent acrylic or inorganic coating pigments (In general, we recommend you to
use pure liquid. When using inorganic pigment, make sure to mix & stir before use
thoroughly)
Clean off the painting tools with inorganic cleaning solvent or ethylic alcohol. Evenly mix
before applying.

Topcoat(White)
In case you want to coat in white color, use spray or roller and we recommend you to
apply it twice on the surface.
Before applying, thoroughly mix it. You can dilute it with water but it must be less than 5 %.

Composition: Inorganic mineral material hollow filler, porous pigment, vermiculite extracts,
etc..,
 
Sun Stop is a highly functional liquid complex developed from inorganic mineral material
hollow filler, porous pigment, and vermiculite extracts, etc..., It features an exceptional heat
shield & insulation (up to 5 times better than other market products) performances.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Application Guide

SUN STOP
The world's best Insulation & Heat-shield Paint based in Vermiculite 


